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1 The Inspection
Bridge of Don Academy was inspected by Her Majesty's Inspectorate of
Education (HMIE) in October 2005 as part of a national sample of secondary
education and the resulting report was published in January 2006. Working
with the authority, the school prepared an action plan indicating how they
would address the main points for action indicated in the report. HMIE
published a Follow Through Report on 4 March 2008 which indicated that
there was good or very good progress towards meeting four of the five
points for action. Progress in addressing the fifth point for action,
Accommodation, was reported as weak. HMIE stated they would continue
to monitor progress made in relation to accommodation, and asked the
education authority to provide them with a report within one year of the
publication of this report. HMIE also required parents and carers to be
informed about the progress made with accommodation issues by the
education authority and the school.

2 Continuous Improvement
Officers of the education authority worked with the school to assess the
best ways to address accommodation issues raised in the Inspection Report
and in the Follow Through Report. Consultation was carried out with pupils,
parents/carers and staff on what actions would be necessary to improve
accommodation at the school.

Since the inspection, the Headteacher and the school staff, with support
from the education authority, had demonstrated a high level commitment to
improving the school by making significant investment in new technology,
including interactive whiteboards and modern computers. Staff and pupils
have made good use of these improved facilities.

3 Progress towards meeting the outstanding main point for action
The one outstanding point of action to be satisfactorily addressed was
progress regarding accommodation. Overall, progress towards meeting this
point for action had been identified as weak. The school and education
authority had improved some of the accommodation issues by the
adaptation of open plan science area into individual laboratories. Restricted
access to modern computers in the library and many departments had been
addressed by the installation of new computers in many teaching areas and
the library.

The limited finance available within the Local Authority had limited the extent
to which other identified aspects could be addressed, due to the constraints
placed on services in a time of financial prudence.



3.1 There were no social areas for pupils and no outside seating.
The lack of outside seating has been addressed by the installation of
benched seating towards the rear of the dining hall, in Autumn 2008 at a
cost of approximately £8000.

It is proposed to install bleacher seating in the Games Hall which will free
the current Assembly Room to be used as an additional Social Area.

Completion of these works is expected by August 2009.

3.2 The dining area was very small and overcrowded.
The Head Teacher has negotiated the lunchtime use of a café area with the
catering provider and Community Education resulting in a little more space
being made available. The existing Assembly Room is also now being made
available to provide overspill accommodation from main Dining Area during
inclement weather when demand is greatest.

No further action is proposed in relation to this aspect of accommodation.

3.3 Many classrooms were small, with heating and ventilation that was
difficult to control.
An external consultant carried out an inspection of the building to establish
the suitability of heating and lighting, in particular rooms in the building
which had no windows. The Report stated that there is scope for a full
refurbishment of both systems.

However, this Report was limited in its conclusions, failing to provide a clear
indication of scale of work required.

A further, in-depth survey and report will be commissioned from external
engineers. This will include detailed costings of implementation so that a full
funding application may be made to Resources Management Committee. It
is anticipated that the survey and report will be completed by summer 2009.

The request for additional funding for this aspect will be made to the next
available Resources Management Committee, likely to be in September
2009.

Completion of these works is expected by August 2010.

3.4 Facilities for drama were very limited.
A fault in the heating system located under the floor of the Drama Studio
was identified and has been repaired. Heating in that part of the school can
now be satisfactorily controlled thus alleviating the issue of temperature
affecting pupils’ ability to concentrate.

Originally, it was planned to address the limited Drama facilities by installing
bleacher seating in the existing Drama Room. However, insufficient space is
available to make this a viable solution and it is now proposed to install
bleacher seating in the Games Hall and utilise existing portable staging to



bleacher seating in the Games Hall and utilise existing portable staging to
provide hall and stage facilities.

Completion of these works is expected by August 2009.

3.5 There was only space for around a quarter of the school to assemble at
any one time.
Installation of bleacher seating in the Games Hall will allow transfer of the
school assembly function from the current Assembly Room. Work is
underway to design and cost bleacher seating installation and associated
works which will allow multi-purpose use of the main Games Hall.

This will also free the current Assembly Room to be used as an addition
Social Area.

Completion of these works is expected by August 2009.

3.6 The library and many departments had only restricted access to
modern computers.
The school had upgraded many aspects of its information and
communications technology (ICT), including installation of interactive
whiteboards and modern computers.

To allow large classes to use ICT, design work to combine technical teaching
areas
(G3 & G4) into a single room with associated conversion work to allow use
as a 30 pupil ICT suite has been completed. In addition, the current
Assembly Room is to be fitted with trunking to allow work stations to be
established for use by senior pupils.

Costings and tendering of contracts for delivery of these works is currently
underway, including new ICT hardware, desks and infrastructure.

Completion of these works is expected by August 2009.

3.7 Indoor accommodation for physical education was limited overall, and
the changing rooms were in very poor condition.
Since Autumn 2008, the local sports centre has been successfully used as
an additional PE area by the school. A dedicated dance studio, gymnasium
containing equipment design for junior usage and a four badminton court
sports hall are all regularly used.

Consultation with pupils, parents and staff has resulted in re-consideration of
original plans to make cosmetic changes involving re-painting and tile
replacement. Plans have been drawn to make more significant alterations to
improve both male and female changing areas. These will include installation
of individual shower stalls, vanity areas, lockers and other alterations. This is
designed to encourage participation in PE by pupils of all ages, but senior
girls in particular.



Costings are currently being finalised and application for additional funding
will be submitted to Resources Management Committee at the first
opportunity thereafter.

It is anticipated that the application for funding will be made to the May 2009
Committee and that the work will be completed by summer 2010.

4 Conclusion
Overall, the school and the local authority have now made good progress in
improving physical aspects of the school environment.

There are three phases to addressing this point for action.

Phase 1: Work already completed – external seating installed, creation of
additional space in Dining Area, use of facilities at local sports centre, more
flexible use being made of existing facilities such as Assembly Room, repair
to defective heating in Drama Room, consultation regarding most
appropriate area of school to install bleacher seating to provide increased
capacity for assemblies.

Phase 2: Immediate work – funding has been identified and plans drawn for
(i) installation of bleacher seating in the Games Hall,
(ii) creation of 30 pupil ICT suite and
(iii) creation of senior pupil work stations in existing Assembly Room.

Phase 3: Future work – additional funding will be sought to upgrade PE
changing facilities and to address findings of proposed survey of heating and
lighting.

The Headteacher, the Senior Management Team and the school staff, with
the support from the education authority, have demonstrated a high level of
commitment to improving facilities at the school. Local elected members
and members of the Resources Management and Policy & Strategy
(Education) Committees have indicated their desire to support expenditure
which will improve learning and teaching at Bridge of Don Academy.

David Leng
Head of Service Culture and Learning
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